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sizes (16×16 and down, following a quadtree-like partitioning scheme) and refined motion vectors (quarter-pixel resoluVideo compression is a computation-intensive task and realtion for the luminance component).
time implementation of state-of-the-art video standards is a
In “Intra” prediction, a prediction block is formed based
challenge. In this paper we propose a complexity scalable
on planar extrapolation of previously encoded and reconframework to H.264/AVC prediction module since the “instructed neighbouring pixels. The prediction is subtracted
tra” and “inter” prediction steps are responsible for almost all
from the current block, prior to encoding. A macroblock can
computation complexity. The idea is to employ a subset of
be partitioned into blocks of 4×4, 8×8 or 16×16 pixels. The
prediction modes instead of testing all modes recommended
former ones have a total of nine optional prediction modes
by H.264/AVC standard. Only the most “popular” prediction
for the luminance component while the latter has only four
modes are ranked and tested until reaching a complexity budmodes. The encoder may either select the prediction mode
get. The ranking is done by sampling macroblocks of previfor each block that minimizes the difference between the
ous frames. Results show a negligible the quality loss while
predicted block and the block to be encoded, or use rateachieving large computational savings.
distortion optimization [6].
Index Terms— H.264/AVC, mode decision, high-definition,
Because of all these prediction mode options, the H.264
complexity scalability, Digital TV.
encoder software implementation is computation-hungry.
When encoding high definition sequences, complexity is an
1. INTRODUCTION
issue and real-time video coding is challenging. As the computational complexity of H.264/AVC is mainly concentrated
H.264/AVC is the latest international video coding standard
in the prediction stage, trying to reduce the complexity of this
[1]. It was jointly developed by the Video Coding Experts
stage seems to be the most efficient path towards reducing the
Group (VCEG) of the ITU-T and the Moving Picture Experts
overall computational costs. This work suggests a strategy
Group (MPEG) of ISO/IEC. The many small improvements
where the suppression of least frequent prediction modes is
over previous encoding methods led to enhanced coding effiused to control the complexity.
ciency for a wide range of applications including video telephony, video conferencing, digital TV, streaming video etc.
The H.264/AVC coder has been very well described in the lit2. H.264/AVC COMPLEXITY PROFILE
erature [2, 3, 4, 5], showing performance comparisons against
As a first step, we profiled the H.264/AVC (High Profile)
other coders and also exploring less known features of the
encoder complexity. We used gprof1 and JM13.22 to enH.264/AVC.
code high definition video sequences, with rate-distortion
In order to achieve substantial compression, the H.264 enoptimization turned on, four frames reference buffer and
coder tries to make the best possible prediction of the encodUMHexS motion estimation [7]. Results are presented in
ing signal in order to spend less bits to represent the residue.
Table 1.
When predicting image blocks, its encoder explores tempoComplexity estimates similar to those in [8] are presented
ral (Inter) and spatial (Intra) correlations. “Inter” prediction
in Table 1, where different motion search window sizes and
generates a prediction macroblock from one or more previmotion estimation techniques were applied. We observe that
ously encoded video frames using block-based motion esthe encoder spends great part of the execution time doing “Intimation and compensation. Important advances from earter” prediction, due to the extensive tests required to find the
lier video standards include the support for a range of block
best match.
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Pedestrian Area

Coding Stage
Inter Prediction
4×4 Intra Prediction
8×8 Intra Prediction
16×16 Intra Prediction
Other Stages
Total

Window Size (pixels)/QP
64/16
64/28
64/36
144/28
56,7% 66,4% 69,1% 72,2%
10,1%
7,0%
5,9%
5,7%
7,2%
5,1%
4,5%
4,2%
1,1%
1,2%
1,2%
1,1%
24,9% 20,3% 19,3% 16,8%
100,0%

2.1. Complexity Reduction Techniques
As shown in [8] and in Table 1, the encoder complexity distribution indicates that complexity reduction can be most efficiently achieved through simplifying the prediction module,
particularly the motion estimation step.
Sub-optimal fast motion estimation techniques were proposed [7, 9] and incorporated in the H.264/AVC reference
software. In exploring the variety of macroblock partitions
available in H.264/AVC, there are works [10, 11] that only
carry motion estimation for the most probable partition. The
early prediction of skipped macroblocks prior to motion
estimation [12, 13] is also used for complexity control. Intraprediction tests can also be reduced by means of selecting
the most probable best mode according to heuristics [14, 15].
Composition of previously proposed complexity reduction
techniques were experienced and implemented in H.264,
achieving substantial computational savings without a complexity control mechanism [16]. An effective approach is
to generalize the rate-distortion analysis to add a complexity optimization variable. This concept is well suited to the
emerging field of wireless digital video communications,
where energy and delay constraints are stringent [17, 18, 19].
2.2. Prediction Mode Bias
The H.264/AVC prediction stage is rather complex due to the
many tests of various prediction modes available to each macroblock. However, when compressing high definition 1080p
video sequences (1920×1080 pixels per frame), we verify
that the prediction modes applied to encode the signals become concentrated in small classes. The frequency profile
of selected prediction modes for Pedestrian Area sequence
at different resolutions, ranging from QCIF (176×144 pixels) to 1080p (1920×1080 pixels), is shown in Fig. 1. Each
graph color represents a prediction mode [1] and P≤8×8 incorporates all motion compensated prediction modes where
the block size is smaller or equal to 8 × 8. These modes were
grouped due their low occurrency frequency in HD encoding.
We can observe for this sequence that when we increase
the resolution, prediction modes tend to polarize themselves
around bigger macroblock partitions. Profiles were also built
for other sequences [20] and the general behavior suggests
that some computational effort could be saved when encod-
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Table 1. Relative computational complexity for HD Pedestrian Area in JM13.2 H.264/AVC High Profile coding and
various motion estimation search-window sizes.
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Fig. 1. Prediction modes occurrency frequency × resolution
for Pedestrian Area sequence.
ing high definition video sequences by avoiding less frequent
macroblock prediction modes.
3. COMPLEXITY CONTROL MODEL
In order to control the encoding time according to the user adjustments, the complexity is scaled based on the suppression
of less frequent prediction modes using the framework shown
in Fig. 2. We start by randomly selecting macroblocks to preview the prediction modes frequency distribuition of the next
frame. Then, we select the dominant modes, i.e. the set of
modes which corresponds to the desired complexity C. These
modes will be used for the next frame. We use the following
algorithm:
Let each frame have N macroblocks. For the n-th P- or
B-frame
1. Randomly select a set of S of NS macroblocks
of the n-th frame. The remaining N − NS
macroblocks form the complement set S ′ .
2. Test all prediction modes for macroblocks in set S,
in order to pick the best mode.
3. Test only dominant modes for macroblocks in S ′ .
4. Set dominant mode set D as empty.
5. Rank best modes in set S.
6. Assign the most chosen modes to D while
the accumulated complexity is within a desired
complexity budget C.
7. Set n ← n + 1 and repeat.
Even though the best mode frequency distribution is not
stationary, tests have shown that this is a good approximation for adjacent frames [20]. Errors in finding the dominant
modes will be reflected by a small degradation on the encoder
RD performance.
An important issue is the sampling population size, NS ,
which will be used in the prediction of next frame dominant
modes. The smaller NS , the larger the savings, but the worse
the performance. In [20], we can verify that a sampling population of NS = 0.10N can be choosen without incurring in
great rate-distortion burden.
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Fig. 2. Complexity control framework.
3.1. Rate-distortion-complexity Optimization
Step 6 in the algorithm in Section 3 requires an rate-distortioncomplexity optimization approach. Let Im be the statistical
relevance of a prediction mode, i.e. its occurrency frequency
in a frame, and Cm its encoding complexity, measured as
the average encoding time. For each frame, the complexity
control model maximizes a profit function described as
X
λm · Im
(1)
λ = argmaxλm

Note that Eq. 1 has to be constrained to meet the user required
complexity C,
X
λm · Cm ≤ C.
(2)
m

The obtained λ will be a set of seven binary values which
will indicate the selected prediction modes to be applied to
the next frame to be encoded.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed modification was implemented in the H.264
reference software JM13.2. The first 50 frames of each sequence were used. UMHexS motion estimation was employed
and the results were obtained by varying the QP (quantization
parameter) over the range 12 ≤ QP ≤ 36. Within this range,
we respect HD video constraints of quality and rate for broadcasting [4]. Fig. 3 presents rate-distortion, RD, perfomance
curves for Pedestrian Area sequence, for different complexity settings: Original (100% of encoding complexity), 90% of
encoding complexity, 70% of encoding complexity and so on.
We observe that the modified codec performance is very close
to the reference verification model in such a way that we can
not readly perceive the diferences between them.
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A more detailed approach is to plot the average difference
between the performance curves for different sampling population sizes, as show in Figs. 4 and 5. The average PSNR
and bitrate differences between RD-curves were evaluated as
described in [21].
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Fig. 3. Different complexity settings rate-distortion curves
for sequence “Pedestrian Area”. The curves are nearly colocated.
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Fig. 4. Average PSNR loss vs. complexity reduction for different HD video sequences.
We can observe a very small quality loss when predicting
through dominant modes. This is due to eventual mismatches
between the best prediction mode evaluated by the two methods. The rate loss is small (below 5%) if the complexity savings remains bellow 50%. For the particular case where the
intra-predicted macroblocks are dominant, like in “Riverbed”
sequence [20], the computational savings are greater due to
the fact that motion estimated prediction modes are not included in dominant set for some frames. This sequence is very
challenging because of the difficulty in getting good matches
through motion estimation. Nevertheless, this characteristic
was properly “tracked” by our algorithm.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a complexity-controlled method to carry the
prediction mode tests in H.264/AVC for high-definition se-
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Fig. 5. Average rate loss vs. complexity reduction for different HD video sequences.
quences. Rather than testing all prediction modes available,
we search for a “dominant” mode subset in a complexityconstrained framework. The dominant mode set is computed
in a reduced sampled population of macroblocks and is inherited from a frame to the next. All modes are profiled and
the encoder picks those most popular modes until a complexity budget is met. Our tests have shown that the RD
performance is barely affected by the prediction mode test
skipping, while achieving significant complexity reduction.
The method does not require a new decoder implementation
because only non-normative codec aspects are modified.
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